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the evidence, but our approach must resemble Sherlock Holmes’s. 
Let’s begin by collecting as many facts as possible.

When it comes to the Great Recession, one important fact jumps 
out: the United States witnessed a dramatic rise in household debt 
between  and — the total amount doubled in these seven 
years to $ trillion, and the household debt- to- income ratio sky-
rocketed from . to .. To put this in perspective, fi gure . shows 
the U.S. household debt- to- income ratio from  to . Debt 
rose steadily to , then there was a sharp change.

 Using a longer historical pattern (based on the household- debt- 
to- GDP [gross domestic product] ratio), economist David Beim 
showed that the increase prior to the Great Recession is matched 
by only one other episode in the last century of U.S. history: the 
initial years of the Great Depression.7 From  to , there was 
an explosion in both mortgage debt and installment debt for pur-
chasing automobiles and furniture. Th e data are less precise, but 
calculations done in  by the economist Charles Persons suggest 
that outstanding mortgages for urban nonfarm properties  tripled 

Figure 1.1: U.S. Household Debt- to- Income Ratio
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linked. Th ere is nothing sinister about the rich fi nancing the poor. 
But it is crucial to remember that this lending takes the form of 
debt fi nancing. When the rich own the stocks and bonds of a bank, 
they in turn own the mortgages the bank has made, and interest 
payments from home owners fl ow through the fi nancial system to 
the rich.

Figure . summarizes key facts that are important to keep in 
mind as we enter the discussion of the recession. Th e poorest home 
owners were the most levered and the most exposed to the risks of 
the housing sector, and they owned almost no fi nancial assets. Th e 
combination of high leverage, high exposure to housing, and little 
fi nancial wealth would prove disastrous for the households who 
were the weakest.

How the Poor Got Poorer

From  to , house prices for the nation as a whole fell  
percent. And they stayed low, only barely recovering toward the 
end of . Th e S&P , a measure of stock prices, fell dramati-
cally during  and early , but rebounded strongly aft er-

Figure 2.1: Leverage Ratio for Home Owners, 2007, by Net Worth Quintile
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Figure 2.2: Home- Owner Net Worth, Poorest, Median, and Richest Quintiles
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faults leads to depressed fi re- sale prices as lenders unload the asset. 
Th is leads to even more defaults as even lower prices induce more 
borrowers to default.

When the housing bubble burst, there was undoubtedly a need 
for reallocation of resources in the economy. Too many renters had 
become home owners. Too many home owners had moved into 
homes they could not aff ord. Too many homes had been built. But 
when the crash occurred, the debt- ridden economy was unable to 
reallocate resources in an effi  cient manner. Instead, debt led to fi re 
sales of properties, which only exacerbated the destruction of net 
worth.

Debt: The Anti- Insurance

Th ere are about , residential fi res in the United States every 
year.10 If a family loses their house to a fi re, the loss can be devas-
tating. Th ey will have to restart their lives from scratch, children 

Figure 2.3: Foreclosures and House Prices
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explain the decline in business investment at the end of  and 
beginning of , there is no need to rely on the banking crisis.

However, while the aggregate U.S. data demonstrate a clear pat-
tern— consumption was the key driver of the recession— they alone 
do not perfectly distinguish the cause of the decline in spending. 
Perhaps the decline happened in anticipation of a banking crisis? 
Perhaps people somehow knew they were likely to be laid off  in the 
future, so they cut back on durable purchases even before the reces-
sion began? Or perhaps the early decline in spending was driven by 
irrational fears? In the rest of this chapter, we use geographic data 
to explore the decline in household spending during the recession. 
Th ese data allow us to see exactly where spending declined. As we 
will show, patterns emerge that help us make sense of why spend-
ing plummeted so dramatically.

Where Spending Declined3

We know from the previous chapter that some areas of the country 
were hit much harder by the housing collapse than others. House-

Figure 3.1: What Drove Recession? Contributions to GDP Growth
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was about  percent during these same years. Th e decline in spend-
ing in these counties was four times the aggregate decline. In con-
trast, small net- worth- decline counties spent almost the exact same 
amount in  as in . Figure . shows spending in large 
and small net- worth- decline counties. (Both series are indexed to 
.) Even as early as , a large gap opened up between spend-
ing by counties with large and small declines in net worth. Clear 
signs of the recession emerged very early in counties hit with a 
negative net- worth shock. But  was the year in which the dif-
ference accelerated substantially. In fact, in counties with only a 
small decline in home- equity values, household spending actu-
ally rose from  to . If we examine only U.S. counties that 
avoided the collapse in net worth through , we wouldn’t even 
see much evidence of a recession. In contrast, spending in areas 
with a large decline in net worth collapsed in .

 Of course, the eff ects of the economic disaster were ultimately 
felt even in areas that avoided the collapse in net worth. Aft er ris-
ing from  to , spending in  fell by almost  percent 
in counties with the smallest decline in net worth. But the decline 

Figure 3.2: Spending in Large and Small Net- Worth Decline Counties
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get that this represented a huge loss in wealth. From  to , 
households in the United States lost $ trillion in fi nancial asset 
value, mostly from the decline in stocks. Th is is remarkably similar 
to lost housing wealth during the Great Recession. Yet despite this 
dramatic decline in fi nancial wealth during the tech bust, house-
hold spending barely budged. In fact, household spending grew 
from  to  by  percent. Th is was lower than the  percent 
growth in household spending from  to , but it was no-
where near the decline in spending of  percent from  to .

So the bursting of the tech bubble resulted in a huge loss of 
household wealth but had little eff ect on household spending, 
while the bursting of the housing bubble during the Great Reces-
sion had a great eff ect. Why? Th e diff erential MPCs shown above 
provide the answer: tech stocks were owned by very rich house-
holds with almost no leverage. As of , almost  percent of all 
stocks in the United States were owned by the top  percent of the 
net- worth distribution. And these households had a leverage ratio 
of only  percent (that is, these households had only $ of debt for 

Figure 3.3: MPC Based on Housing Leverage Ratio
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hold net worth. But the decline in tradable jobs catering to national 
demand was widespread across the country. Figure . plots the 
pattern graphically. Just as in chapter , high net- worth- decline 
counties are the  percent of counties that experienced the larg-
est drop in housing net worth during the recession, and low net- 
worth- decline counties are the  percent with the smallest drop. 
As the left  panel illustrates, the drop in non- tradable jobs was 
much larger in counties getting hammered by the housing shock. 
But the right panel demonstrates how tradable jobs were lost at the 
same rate across the country. Regardless of whether there was a 
local housing collapse, jobs producing goods for national demand 
dropped almost  percent across the country.

 Th e pattern in fi gure . didn’t play itself out in only in Tennes-
see. Another good example is Iowa. During the housing boom, 
house prices in Iowa barely rose above the rate of infl ation. And 
Iowans entered the Great Recession with household- debt levels far 
below the national average. From  to , house prices re-
mained constant in Iowa; there was no dramatic housing bust. Fur-

Figure 5.1: Employment Decline during Great Recession
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hoods, where we already know mortgage credit was expanding dra-
matically. At the peak of the housing boom in , house prices 
in low credit- score zip codes had risen by  percent since . In 
comparison, house prices in high credit- score zip codes had risen 
by only  percent. Figure . plots this dramatic relative growth in 
house prices for low credit- score zip codes between  and . 
(It also illustrates the collapse in house prices aft er , which was 
the focus of the fi rst part of the book.)

 Did debt cause the bubble from  to , or did it simply 
follow it? Th e animal spirits view would point to the pattern in fi g-
ure . and say: “Aha! Lenders were reacting to the housing bubble 
in low credit- score neighborhoods and deciding to lend into them. 
Th e fundamental cause of the lending expansion was irrational ex-
pectations of higher house- price growth in these neighborhoods.” 
But the debt view would say causation runs the opposite way. It is a 
classic chicken- and- egg problem, diffi  cult to solve. Is there a way to 
use the data to tease out which way the causality goes? Yes, there is. 
But to explain how, we fi rst need a brief geography lesson.

Figure 6.1: House- Price Growth, High and Low Credit- Score Zip Codes
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house prices due to the geography of these areas. However, the situa-
tion was diff erent in inelastic housing- supply cities where new hous-
ing could not expand with ease. As billions of dollars in new mort-
gage debt fl owed into inelastic housing- supply cities, house prices 
began to skyrocket. Th is was especially true for low credit- score zip 
codes that saw the biggest increase in credit availability.

 House prices in high credit- score zip codes in inelastic cities 
increased by  percent between  and . However, house 

Figure 6.2: Debt and House Prices in Elastic Cities
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prices in low credit- score zip codes increased by twice as much, 
rising  percent over the same period. Aggressive credit expan-
sion to low credit- score areas occurred in both elastic and inelastic 
cities. But house prices in low credit- score zip codes only increased 
in inelastic cities due to geographic constraints on home building. 
Figure . illustrates these patterns. Th ese facts support the argu-
ment that the lending boom fueled house- price growth, not vice 
versa.

Figure 6.3: Debt and House Prices in Inelastic Cities
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If we compare borrowing by home owners in inelastic and elas-
tic cities, we see dramatic diff erences. From  to , home 
owners in inelastic counties increased their debt by  percent 
compared to only  percent for home owners in elastic coun-
ties. Our estimates imply that home owners during the housing 
boom borrowed on average $. for every $ of increase in home- 
equity value. Figure . illustrates the growth in debt among ex-
isting home owners from  to . Borrowing was similar in 
inelastic and elastic cities through , at which point it diverges 
sharply. All of the home owners in fi gure . already owned their 
homes as of . So the borrowing represents money being taken 
out of their existing homes.

 Th e estimates from our research show that over half of the in-
crease in debt for home owners from  to  can be di-
rectly attributed to borrowing against the rise in home equity. Th e 
household- debt crisis in the United States was created in large part 
because home owners responded so aggressively when house prices 
increased. What types of home owners borrowed most aggres-
sively? In our research, we split home owners into the lowest and 

Figure 6.4: Home- Owner Debt, Inelastic and Elastic Housing Supply Counties
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However, despite low levels of stress in the banking system, bank 
loans plummeted in  and . Th is is more consistent with 
the argument that bank lending collapsed because fi rms did not 
want any more credit, which is exactly what we would expect if 
fi rms suff ered from plummeting sales. Figure . shows the rela-
tion between bank distress and bank lending. If anything, banks 
actually provided more cash during the height of the fi nancial crisis 
as fi rms drew down on their lines of credit. Did we see any sharp 
increase in bank lending once banks were safe? No. Bank lending 
collapsed in  and .

 Further, as we have shown earlier in the book, employment col-
lapsed in  and retail spending remained very weak even into 
. Continued weakness in the economy even aft er banks were 
saved contradicts the bank- lending view. Th ere is no evidence that 
banks were under any duress aft er , but the economy still suf-
fered.

Figure 9.1: Distress and Bank Lending
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 Th e impotence of central bankers during a levered- losses epi-
sode is not unique to the Great Recession in the United States. Th e 
pattern in fi gure . also held in the Great Depression, as pointed 
out by both Paul Krugman and Peter Temin.6 And Richard Koo 
showed that both continental Europe and the United Kingdom 
during the Great Recession witnessed a similar increase in bank re-
serves while currency in circulation remained constant. Th e same 
holds true for Japan from  on.7 Central banks fi ght a levered- 
losses recession by fl ooding the banking system with reserves, but 
nobody wants to lend or borrow. One proposal would be to try 
even harder to get banks to lend. But we saw the problems with this 
approach in chapter . It doesn’t make economic sense for banks 
to lend into an economy plagued with too much debt. More debt is 
not the solution to a debt problem.

A better approach would be to allow central banks to directly 
inject cash into the economy, bypassing the banking system alto-

Figure 11.1: The Monetary Base during the Great Recession
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 Further, when home owners refi nanced their existing mort-
gages during the Great Recession, they did not take cash out. In 
fact, the fraction of refi nancing in which the home owner took out 
additional equity was lower in  than at any other point since 
. Figure . shows the fraction of all refi nancing where a home 
owner took cash out. During the housing boom it exploded, as 
home owners aggressively pulled equity out of their homes, and 
then plummeted from  to , just as the Federal Reserve 
tried to spur more borrowing with lower interest rates.

 During a levered- losses scenario, banks refuse to lend and house -
holds avoid borrowing. Th e same problems that hinder central 
bankers’ attempts to increase currency in circulation also thwart 
their ability to spur household borrowing. Monetary policy is un-
able to resuscitate the debt cycle.

Figure 11.2: Underwater Home Owners and Mortgage Refi nancing, 2010
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Infl ation Expectations

When central bankers expand bank reserves in a levered- losses re-
cession, there is no increase in lending or borrowing, and a se-
vere and long economic slump ensues. But eventually the economy 
may recover, and if the central bank keeps interest rates very low, 
banks will resume lending and this will spark infl ation. Some argue 
that if the general public expects infl ation in the long run, then the 
economy may benefi t even in the short run. According to this view, 
infl ation expectations may be able to generate increased spend-
ing even when the economy is up against the zero lower bound. 
Recall from chapter  that interest rates may need to be negative 
to induce some households to spend more. In other words, to get 
households to spend, they would need to be charged for saving in-
stead of spending. Raising infl ation expectations helps get a nega-
tive interest rate.

For example, suppose you save $, in a bank account that 
pays zero interest. If you expect the price of the goods you plan to 

Figure 11.3: Disappearance of Cash- out Refi nancings
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